Dear Howard,

I had not time to send you word last night that Machiavel, myself, and the plumed head.

It is rather curious but what we really expected after seeing the papers.

Our rain has been too much Kagum

With other things except for which we have had no help whatsoever in the case of our subjects. I in our have not been even able from words of academics to do the greater part of our practical work.
while we were still settled in
while we were still...
had been worked whilst her art
Professor was left to languish in a faint,
whilst praising highly Dr. Maunder's
He blamed him for his utter neglect of the
Merchant classes of England. The lecture
was of course packed & I was unfortunately
almost too far off to hear. Next week we
have another on "The Hill-side - Robinson -
Copley Fielding". I shall be very
thankful when this term is done - we have
for 4 weeks yet. Doubtless you enjoyed
last week end much ; did you tell me you
were going for it so I had not realised it -
did not really knew till Monday. I really
feel too utterly unlike to write so will
stop: lately at night some if us have
been holding discussions which perhaps don't
allow us to have as much sleep as is good